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Swami calls a meeting at 2:30 a.m. in the Mandir 
 
 
Swami:  I won’t sleep. I won’t make you to sleep - equal philosophy. 
What I said? Equal philosophy. I said it’s a Karate.  It is?  
 
Students: Karate.  
 
Swami: What you mean Karate? Yes madam, start. Come only on the 
major subject. Yea, everybody can hear me?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Everybody can hear me?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Okay, start.  
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Monika T:  Swami, what is generating in the spark, in the silence 
that’s opening the Nada Bindu?  
 
Swami:  By the way, so you know what is the meaning of the Nada 
Bindu?  Tell me. 
 
Monika T:  It’s the balancing point, the point in the creation where 
Mother is sucking the energy from the silence, and then bringing that 
into the creation and making her creation, and she’s balancing the 
nature at that point. 
 
Swami:  So why are you talking about the silence there? She’s 
balancing it there! There’s no need to rising up that question - 
wasting of the time. Violence creates the silence - silence creates the 
violence but silence is always the victory. Next, go, don’t waste the 
time. 
 
Monika T: If the Mother is everything - she generates, operates and 
destroys. Why is the God mechanism Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva 
necessary?  
 
Swami:  They are the true love, a symbol of the love: Shiva + Parvati 
is a love. Vishnu + Lakshmi is a pure love. Brahma + Saraswati is a 
pure love. Jesus Christ + Mary Magdalene pure love. You cannot 
criticize on the love, the love in a sense the unity. You cannot talk on 
that. It’s the love - true love… next. 
 
Monika T:  What is the link between the Kama Chakra and the Womb 
Chakra?  
 
Swami:  Good question. Now you came to the point. Now you 
entered in the subject, kama, karma, kala. Karma, whatever you’ve 
done it, crazy things, the kala, the clock, keep observing - Kama - 
Kaama Turanam Nabhayam Nalaja. In the Sanskrit one word: Kama 
turanam nabhayam nalaja. Whenever is the Kama, that poison is 
entered in you, it doesn’t care it is a mother, sister, friend, anybody, it 
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want attack. It want attack. To that, to maintain in a balance way, 
there is only one percent can make it down - that is Kala Bhairava. 
That Kala Bhairava personal technique: 

Kala Bhairava Personal Technique:  
 

Namoo Kalabhairava  
nam nam nam nam 
namostute  
vishva swarupa  
kama swarupa  
vishva shanti swarupa  
shantimam shantimam shantimam 

 
One time if you chanted that, it suppresses. It will calm down your 
Kama Chakra in a crazy way. It will come down. Next. 
 
Monika T:  Swami, what does it mean to win the Kama Chakra?  
 
Swami:  Sorry, so far even Lord Shiva, he opened his unnecessarily, 
his consciousness and he given the birth to Lord Vishnu. Whenever 
he’s given the nectar to the Suras and the Devatas, Ayappa came. He 
gave a birth. Vishvamitra Maharishi a thousand years non-stop he 
did meditated - thousand years, it’s evidence proved, we have it. He 
lost it. He have no permission to enter into the heaven. He created his 
own heaven and he manifested Gayatri Devi. He returned the 
Gayatri mantra, Vishvamitra Maharishi. You go and check any 
reference, any books - it’s true whatever I’m talking. Next.  
 
Monika T:  If Mahakali was created with all souls coming into one, 
how can we create our souls as a Mahakali? 
 
Swami:  Silly question, next.  
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Monika T:  What is the inner secrecy of a soul created without Kama, 
without the male energy like Ganesh?  
 
Swami:  Give me an example.  
 
Monika T:  Ganesh, the Mother created Ganesh without kama, 
without the male energy.  What is the secrecy of a soul that is created 
that way? 
 
Swami:  It’s a great question. It’s a great question. Let you guys to 
speak to the Mother Divine. Whatever she tells, you can test her, that 
is a good answer. Next.  
 
Monika T:  What is Shiva doing with the soul before giving it to 
Brahma, before it’s next incarnation? 
 
Swami:  Shiva incarnation? 
 
Monika T: When the Mother gives the soul to Shiva, what is Shiva 
doing with the soul there at the time of death, after death?  
 
Swami:  Shiva death? 
 
Monika T: No, when the Mother takes the soul in her lap, and then 
gives it to Shiva, gives it to the Father - what is he doing with the soul 
at that time?  
 
Swami:  It’s a silly question. Don’t waste the time. She’s messing. We 
are all kids. I’m not your master I’m your friend. Maybe I have this 
chair. I’m happy to sit there, but I’m you friend. I’m not superior, 
you’re not lower - we are all equal. One finger is less, one finger is a 
little up, again one finger is down, one finger is more down, but all 
fingers is mine. We’re all one. There is superiority there is no 
inferiority be open clarity. Some knowledge, whatever I know it, it’s 
my job to share with you and whatever you know it, you telling to 
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me, simply I’m listening to it. Yes, definitely follow it; definitely 
follow it. We’re a team. We’re a team. Next, ask the valuable 
questions, don’t waste the time.  
 
Monika T:  What is the inner mechanism of Panchali having five 
husbands, what was the purpose of that?  
  
Swami:  Pancha means five, li means holding it. The inner 
mechanism is Lord Krishna. He’s a testing inner mechanism, nothing 
there, it is nothing but testing, nothing but his testing. Okay, what is 
next?  
 
Monika T: But Swami, what was he testing there with Panchali?  
 
Swami:  Kama, Womb Chakra, the feelings, who is up, who is down. 
Who is the greater? Who she really likes it? Is it Dharmaraju or Bhima 
or Arjuna? Nakula or Sahadeva - all five brothers. Again he asks, 
“What you want?” and she mentioned in the Krishna Purana, you can 
see. “Krishna, I have a desire. I want to get the Lord Karna as my 
husband.” Krishna he smiled, "Oh God, I want Karna.” He’s a 
powerful fighter. He’s a powerful, more than Arjuna. In the Dwarpa 
Yuga his chariot got sink. He’s a lifting it, the wheel. At the time 
Krishna he said, “This is the time, shoot him.” Arjuna said, “Krishna 
it’s not fair, he’s in a helpless mood. His chariot, his horses, the hole, 
got tilted, he’s lifting it, he’s in helpless mood. I can’t do that.”  
Krishna said, “I dominating you, telling you, kill him.” “Krishna, he’s 
a helpless mood, look at his chariot is a fall off. He’s lifting his chariot 
wheel, his horses pretty good damaged, please lift it then I can fight 
it.”  “You cannot win him if he’s alert. This is the time, you take 
over.”  “Why, Krishna, you telling this?” “Because of he’s with bad 
people association. That disease he got it. Take over, do your job!” 
Then, he used his arrows, phat, phat, phat, over. Then Karna in death 
time, last breath time, he asked one boon to Krishna, “Krishna is it 
fair to you to make me to die in this position in helpless mood? You 
made it shooted me. Are you really avatar?” Then only he said, 
“You’re biggest mistake is listening to bad people comments and 
having a friendship with bad people. That is your mistake. That is a 
poison. You no need any poison, that is why I am only taking your 
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body out, but your soul will be in me. Don’t worry Karna, go, take 
off.” He did. Read the Bhagavad Gita. It is there. Next.   
 
Monika T: Ram had one wife; one Womb Chakra was involved. 
Krishna had eight wives and 16,000 Gopikas. The Pandhavas shared 
one womb, Venkateshwara was linked with three wombs, and they 
all crashed. What is the formula for the victory in the Sai Yuga?  
 
Swami:  Next?  Why the birds is shouting?  Hmm? 
 
Monika T:  Can you please give us the formulas how to enter Mother 
Divine’s Womb Chakra to do any healing or demonstrate any 
miracle? 
 
Swami:  Okay, good question, very good question. Now you entered 
in the subject. I’ll give the technique.  
 
Entering into Mother Divine’s Womb Chakra to do a healing 
 

Atma, ham, nakara,  
svakara, shakti swarupa,  
ham ham ham,  
atma suddhi,  
maha shakti suddhi,  
rakshatoo raksha, pahi rakshamam 

 
Swami:  Yes, you can enter the womb chakra but you need to practice 
that as much as you can. Next. Ham ham, very important.  
 
Monika T:  Swami, can you please tell us the one bija in the Sri 
Chakra so we can enter anything very easily? 
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Swami:  No, you cannot enter that easily. No. No. Only Mother 
Divine can enter in the universe. Even Adi Shankaracharya, Lord 
Shiva, Vishnu, Brahma consciousness, nobody cannot enter - no. If 
anybody tells you can enter into Sri Chakra it’s a false. No. You 
cannot enter that easily, no. You have to learn the Kandhana Yoga 
very perfectly, very perfectly you have to learn, then a chance, a 
chance. Not all chance, A chance. No you cannot, I’m sorry - no. Next.  
 
Monika T:  What is the relationship between the Navagrahas, the 
nine planets and the Womb chakra? 
 
Swami:   Navagrahas, Navagraha - nine planets.  Yea? 
 
Monika T:  What is the relationship with the Womb chakra?  
 
Swami:  For your kind information, millions of grahas is there in the 
planet, in the galaxy. You are a small leaf in a big tree. Each small 
branch is a graha. Millions of grahas is there. Womb Chakra is a 
creativity character - you are different, your Womb Chakra is 
different. Your Womb Chakra can create unbelievable things - not 
you doing it - your Womb Chakra doing that. I told it many times.  
A mother feeding a milk to the baby, holding it in her breast. 
Unbelievable rain is falling. She’s putted her sari on the kiddie, 
protecting. She’s hungry. You catch my point here. She’s hungry, but 
she’s feeding the baby but the rain is pouring. She putted cover, not 
the baby, the kiddie get wet. But her tears cannot stop. She can stop 
the rain water cannot touch, but the tears is touching the baby. That is 
the mother love. Mother is that much caring nature. We are all kids to 
the Mother. At the time, the angels asked, “You’re protecting your 
baby from the rain water not touching, but how can I protect your 
tears is not touching to your baby?” No answer. Mother love is 
immortal. She always will care you no matter where you are. Your 
first well-wisher is your mother, no matter what. Mother is true love. 
Woman is the true love. Try to understand that. Go in depth and 
understand. Pull that, you grab from your childhood days.  
It doesn’t matter today you have a beautiful physique, handsome, 
hairy, in ten, twenty years later you are not beauty, you’re not 
handsome. Thirty years later, yes, you’re sick, you need to go to 
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garage, garage means Yamagola. Yama…gola hospitals, cutting this, 
cutting that, fixing eyes, fixing this and taking care of this - that is 
Yamagola. Hell, don’t always think, “I’m strong, I’m strong, I’m 
handsome, I’m beauty.” No. We all need to go. What is the 
permanent?  No.  
Whenever you look in the mirror, one point you remember - that’s 
not you. You should tell in the mirror whenever you are washing 
your face, for example, Martin, of course whenever I met him some 
hairs is there, now he’s got pretty good baldhead. Need to remember, 
“Bhagawan, you’ve given this name, thank you. Thanks to my 
mother and father, thank you. Let me do good job on the planet. 
Guide me in a proper way to do a good job on the planet. Thank you, 
thank you, thank you, thank you.” 
Whenever you’re eating a piece of rice, saying and thanking him, and 
each rice your name is written there - that need to go to you, each, 
any property is already well decided it will come to you. A rice, anam 
parabramham, anam means food, parabramham that is the final. You 
have clothes, diamonds - that’s nothing, astrology, this that, leave it. 
Anam parabramham, a piece of food, a piece of bread you’re eating 
it. In Japan in Oasak, me and Ramakrishna we are there. I’m super 
hungry. I went to very good hotel. I finished, I worked to almost 
seventy-two hours non-stop, and Ramakrishna and me enter into the 
hotel. It’s a late night, then we check in the reception. In the 
restaurant everything is closed. The reception people said, “Sorry, we 
cannot do anything. We cannot provide any food.”  Am I boring you 
guys?  
 
Students:  No.  
 
Swami:  Hello?  
 
Students:  No.  
 
Swami: Everybody is sleepy. It’s okay Monika T, I’ll tell they can go 
to their beds.  
 
Monika T: No they don’t want to go to their beds, definitely no.  
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Swami:  See, they’re all there in the sleepy mood. I’m boring them 
huh?  
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami: Late night 1:30am I’m super hungry. Any fruit? Only water 
bottles there. We took the taxi. The taxi person don’t know English. 
We don’t know Japan language. We asked like kind of monkeys 
(gesturing with hands), “Food, restaurant. Food, restaurant.” He keeps 
shaking his head, driving, driving, driving, driving… You can ask the 
Ramakrishna, it’s a true. Finally he understood after thirty, forty-five 
minutes later. We entered into one restaurant, all students - girls and 
boys, it’s a bar and restaurant. They’re smoking. They putted the 
menu card and I looked at it. I didn’t understand anything there, it’s 
in Japan language. Vegetables, oil, bring it. What? They didn’t 
understand. Pork, meat, red meat, this stuff…Ramakrishna, he tried 
maximum explaining. Finally I asked, “Fruit please, fruit, fruit, fruit, 
fruit, fruit, banana, banana.” They brought it. Oh, thank you, thank 
you, thank you. It means the value of, once if you are in 
hungry…Chinello, wake up!  
 
Chinello:  I’m getting a second wind. 
 
Swami:  What did he say?  
 
Monika T:  He said he’s getting a second wind. It means he’s waking 
up.  
 
Swami:  My eyes is scanning majority, who is in alert, who is not in 
alert. The food, Annapurneshwari… purna – eshwari - don’t waste the 
food. Don’t waste your time that is annapurneshwari. Yes, you’ll win 
it. Your wasting here, that food will go to somebody who is in 
hungry. Any country, any place it will reach to them. Unnecessarily 
wasting – you’re doing a crime. Generally, whenever I’m having a 
lunch, if anybody is around me, I also make them to sit around with 
me, “Please, have the food.” I’ll share. Why are all these things I’m 
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saying it?  I’m not buttering myself - caring and…Sophia wake up! 
Caring and sharing… Okay, next, next, go, go, go, go, go, go.  
 
Monika T:  Swami, can you please tell us more of the depth of the 
Nine Arrows? You said there is more information you wanted to tell 
us about the nine arrows.  
 
Swami:  Protection. No any negative, evil energies can touch you, 
and sucking the divine fruits in your soul. Next.  
 
Monika T:  Swami, we have one clarification on using the Nine 
Arrows. In the early days when you first gave it out, you said to hold 
one arrow back, only chant eight arrows for a situation. Is that 
necessary to implement it that way?  
 
Swami:  No problem.  
 
Monika T: You can do all Nine Arrows at one time, it’s not a 
problem? 
 
Swami: No problem, no problem.  
 
Monika T:  Okay, thank you.  
 
Swami:  No problem. 
 
Monika T: Can you please give us the Vishnu Arrows? 
 
Swami:  Huh? 
 
Monika T:  The Vishnu arrows? 
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Swami:  Next.  
 
Students:  No! 
 
Monika T:  Swami, we are really asking. We’ve asked a few times. We 
really humbly ask for the arrows, for the Vishnu arrows.  
 
Swami:  There is no many arrows there. There is only three, anyhow, 
I’m giving it.  

 

 

First Vishnu Arrow    
Ham Vishnam  
shaktim shaktim shaktim  
ham rakshoo bhanda  
rakshoo bhandana rakshamam 

  

 

Second Vishnu Arrow 
Aim kara,  
sukara viswa kara  
ham sriim  
aim tessraim  
rakshoo bhandana  
raksha raksha raksha bhandamam 
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Third Vishnu Arrow 
Om Lakshmi hryudaya swarupa  
la kara viswa kara shakti kara  
sham sham sham  
rakshoo bhandana 
atma bhandana 
digbhandana rakshamam 

 
Done. Next question.  
 
Monika T:  Can you tell us a little bit about how to implement those 
three arrows?  When we should use them?  
 
Swami:  Anytime. 
 
Monika T:  Any negativity? 
 
Swami:  Any negativity. If it is any evil, negative energies, if you see 
somebody did a black magic, whatever it is, yes use it – phat - clear 
out, clear out. You chant it, think their name, period. Throw it - 
finish. Any powerful person on the planet, all their powers is gone, 
it’s gone, finished. They cannot play. This is the Mula Mantras - early 
morning in the precious time I’ve given this. Next. Next. 
  
Monika T: Swami, can you tell us about the different samadhis? 
 
Swami:  Ahh, you’re going in lengthy subject. Next.  
 
Monika T:  Forgive me Swami.  
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Swami:  It’s ok. It’s ok, ok. Take your own time. Go important points. 
Lengthy subject we will take peacefully. I want to cover as soon as 
possible the subject.  
 
Monika T:  Swami, can you please tell us what is happening at the 
creation of the soul, the beginning of the soul?  Who’s deciding that? 
 
Swami:  There is no beginning, there is no ending - it is immortal.  

Aatma chiiltsa (chiilca) raanidi, kaaltsa (kaalca) raanidi 
adi ananta swaruupam 
adi keevalam brahmasrusti viswashaktiruupam  
adi ananta ruupa swaruupam 
telusukura errana 
chavuleedu uttukaleedu aatmaku 
aatma, akieetamu anantamu 

 
There is no die for the soul, no birth, no death - soul is immortal. It’s 
coming, going, coming, going, coming, going, coming, going but it’s 
changing the rental houses. This is also rental house. This is also 
rental house but this rental house, you need to fix the tap, the 
electricity, and everything, the battery charging and everything. It’s a 
rental house, but the soul is immortal. Your soul, you do not know 
about your soul. If you know about your soul – done!  Done. Then 
I’m the very happiest person on the planet.  
In a school teacher, if he's a teaching you, you got promoted, 
promoted, promoted, who first made you to learn alphabets, then 
after you got the doctorate, whatever the thing, a scientist teaching 
will get jealous, or you feel proud?  Hello?  
 
Students: Proud.  
 
Swami: Same my position. The Guru Parampara will feel proud, 
"Yes, good job. They're doing good - yes! Yes! Yes! Go. Go. Go. Go!" 
On the teacher, maybe he's taking a little stick and beating, and lot of 
criticisms coming, "Okay, right." Teacher don't care, as a public figure 
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it's natural. If you did a good job, going up, taking off the moment, 
yes, that day is my day. That day is my day. What can I say more 
than that? Is Alva doing good job taking off? "Yes," Simply, generally 
I won't make any comments, simply smiling, good. Lot of love there 
inside but smiling good, good, good. Myuri doing good job, good, go 
ahead, go ahead, go ahead. What I need it? What I need? Chinello 
doing it? Chinello came one time in Los Angeles to my hotel there 
and I had a morning talk with Chinello.  Do you remember Chinello?  
 
Chinello:  Yes Swami.  
 
Swami: He came and we had a little chit-chat. I came from 
Laytonville. I'm very exhausted, and very tired, and he take care of 
me. Then I looked at him, "Yes, he have a spark. He definitely can do 
some good works in the planet." Done. I prayed Guru Paramparas. 
He's in his track, I'm very happy. If he really brings the speed up, 
speed up, speed up, go, go, go, go, go… If you keep running, I'm here 
to protect you not to fall off. Don't worry. Keep go, learn, learn, learn 
in all corners.  
Unnecessary points, maybe you think I'm talking not the subject but 
there is, in the unnecessary points, a meaning is there. I'm giving 
examples. I'm giving a? examples. In that example there is a meaning. 
You can get it.  
 
Monika T:  Swami how can we recognize our souls? 
 
Swami:  Once you start going into the experience time.  It's coming in 
a few days later, then we'll see.  
 
Monika T:  The Saptarishis created seven lokas including the Earth, 
bhuu loka. Each person is made up of seven parts of itself, seven 
mirrors. They may be in different lokas. Can you please tell us how 
we can contact one of our seven soul-parts?  You said we jump into 
the asta siddhis. How is this happening?  
 
Swami:  Next. 
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Monika T:  What's the difference between soul parts and soul mates? 
 
Swami:  If you don't have a soul mate, you're a waste soul. You're a 
garbage tin. Soul-mate a must. Soul-mate – mate, it's a must, 
otherwise you're waste - period! Bhagawan Baba, he had a brick, 
whole until his last breath; he used a brick from his master. He used 
that only as a pillow. You watched in the movie. Once it got broken, 
it's very unhappy, but he said, "Okay, my time is over. I lost it."  
Many people are in sleepy mood. That one girl is putting a flower in 
her ears and sleeping, and waking up. Huh-huh. I'm whole, I worked 
there, again I came down, again I'm talking… I'm a night hours 
person. Daytime you're free birds, nighttime is my time. I won't 
sleep, I won't make you also sleep - that's my concept, until you got 
it, the knowledge. This is golden precious time. Learn everybody. 
Grind it. Daytime you can sleep again you can grind it. Take your 
moments, your schedule.  
 
Monika T:  To recognize ourselves, we need to switch our souls to 
rotate it two parts. What is the mechanism with a soul mate that will 
let us do that? 
 
Swami:  Give me an example.  
 
Monika T:  I don't have an example. You mentioned it's part of the 
soul mate mechanism, that the soul needs to switch and rotate in two 
parts, and once it rotates... 
 
Swami:  Give me example. You ask the question, I have a right to 
demand you and requesting you, give me example. Is it fair guys? 
Need to be understand, everybody. Of course I know what she's 
talking but let it come out in an example way.  Okay, next? 
 
Monika T:  No Swami, this is a big confusion point here. Really we 
don't understand that point, what's the meaning of that?  
 
Swami:  Give me an example, madam. 
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Monika T:  The soul is never created alone. It's always created in 
pairs. This is what you told us. 
 
Swami:  Give me example. That's my point. I think I'm a little sleepy; 
I have to go. 
 
Monika T:  No Swami, don't not give them the knowledge because I 
don't understand something, that I can't give you an example.  
 
Swami:  So, you close that question. Okay go next. 
 
Monika T:  It's related Swami, to not feeling any pain when night 
turns into day and linking to our soul mate.  
 
Swami:  Say again. 
 
Monika T:  It's linking to us not feeling any pain, not recognizing 
when night turns into day - that state.  
 
Swami:  No, I'm not satisfied that. To your question, your example is 
not matching there. Myuri is it matching? 
 
Myuri:  I didn't have an example but I don't feel that example 
matched that question. 
 
Swami:  It's not matching. It's a great question, but it's not matching. 
Okay... 
 
Myuri:  What if we ask it a little differently, like what is the depth of 
the experience that we can go through with our soul-mate? 
 
Swami:  What do you mean? 
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Myuri:  Well the soul mate is more than just having a beautiful 
relationship. Energetically, you said it's how we do soul travel, how 
we split our soul, so there's some big mechanism there. 
 
Swami:  Good, now you came in track. Big Boss Jesus, all the evil 
spirits he sended in the pigs, for example in the nature a bird, a 
monkey, a cat, a dog, all divine creation, that inner mechanism is, if 
you know the pin number of the Womb Chakra...  every person has a 
pin number of the Womb Chakra. So far I didn't given that, only I 
given your personal mantra. Your Womb Chakra personal pin code I 
didn't given yet. That's why it took this much time, one and a half, 
two minutes I dragged the time, maybe she'll come with the clarity.  
Every person has in your personal mantra, last letter. That is your 
Womb Chakra pin code. That's it. Last voice. For example, you have 
your personal mantra – Aim. Ai forget that part,  'm' that is your 
womb chakra pin code, or naga thamtu, or naga raksha... 'sha' that is 
your Womb Chakra pin code  last sound to take.  In hreem, 'm' is your 
Womb Chakra pin code. Go, that's it. You can do soul travellings, you 
can split your soul, you can do lot of great works but you need to 
practice as much as you can, generate as much as you can your 
energy up, then automatically it takes off.  
Whatever I given all the prayers, in the palm leaves I will put in your 
presence. I'll show you. You can read it. Of course it's in Telugu and 
Sanskrit, little Kannada mixed it, but somebody will read it, Telugu 
professors. Yes, I'll give a copy to everybody. I'll give a copy of the 
palm leaf. Yes, that xerox copy I'll hand out to you. You can keep in 
your confidential report. Please don't cheat, and receive the 
knowledge. Don't give to the wrong hands. Be dedicated to the 
Bhagawan Baba. I'm not expecting anything from you guys. I'm 
supporting as much as I can to many people, but don't cheat. Don't 
cheat. Don't? Cheat. No. 
The homas is starting in very soon in a few days later. The biggest 
performing the energy transmission I'm lifting it. Please don't leak 
out any circumstance! 
 
Monika T:  Swami, in relation to that last formula you just gave us, 
with three personal mantras? 
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Swami:  Your favorite one whatever you can choose it. That's 
enough. You have two, three, one, four, five... your favorite one what 
you're chanting it, that's enough, the last rhythm. That's the most key 
point to your connecting your Womb Chakra. Then automatic the 
Guru Parampara is there with you. Next? 
 
Monika T:  Swami once we have a soul mate we're eligible to merge 
with two divine souls. Can you please explain? 
 
Swami:  What is your question there? 
 
Monika T:  All elements are coming into one. Our soul is going down 
when our soul is merging with two souls, it's coming to zero.  You 
called that the real death. Can you give the deeper meaning in this? 
 
Swami:  Can you give an example? 
 
Monika T:  You described a state that when you're merging with two 
divine souls, your elements have to come down. You come down as a 
kind of zero... 
 
Swami:  You're not clarity, go next. I'll take that next time. 
 
Monika T:  What is the depth power hidden in the soul object? 
 
Swami asks Monika T to repeat her question five times 
 
Swami: Power? What are you asking that? This chair is not power 
object? 
 
Monika T:  Yes, it's definitely a power object. 
 
Swami:  That's it. Next.  
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Monika T:  Swami, we're wanting to understand the deeper meaning 
of having a soul object. We know a soul object is related to finding 
our, and communicating, with our soul mate and to recognizing 
ourselves. Can you please explain more to us about a soul object? 
 
Swami:  Soul. Object. Soul means atma. Object means content. Content 
can be anything, maybe a diamond, a Shiva lingam, a flower...  Many 
people is a sleeping. Hello! Hah-hah. Wake up, wake up, wake up! 
It's boring you isn't it?  
 
Students: No.  
 
Swami: Once you start to yawning, somebody automatically 
yawning. Whenever I see somebody's sleeping, then I also want to 
also go take sleep. Natural. Just I want also go, "Okay fine, go take 
sleep." But I'm pushing it, maximum I want to cover the subject 
because of, you came all the way here. The beginning day I told it, it 
will be kind of a Karate. Yes. Fight and fight. We do. Go depth 
questions Monika T, leave all these simple things we can cover 
anytime. 
 
Monika T:  How to operate a soul? 
 
Swami:  What do you mean, operate the soul? 
 
Monika T:  When you know how to operate a soul, you can heal their 
consciousness and heal their body. 
 
Swami:  Once they're very strong enough... Brett wake up.  
 
Brett:  I'm awake Swami.  
 
Swami: Good, huh. If your consciousness is strong, everything will 
be fine. Consciousness is the very top, top, top, top clarity. You can 
feel, you can smell through your consciousness. You can smell it. 
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"Hello. Hello. Stop. Come down." Your consciousness can control lot 
of things down in a normal way. In a?  
 
Students: Normal way.  
 
Swami: Next? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, now can you please tell us the eighteen soul 
types?  
 
Swami:  That's a lengthy subject. Next? You done? Good.  
 
Monika T:  Hun-un. 
 
Swami:  You're done; you finished it?  
 
Monika T:  No. Can you please explain what is the mechanism of 
soham that creates the nectar in our souls? 
 
Swami:  It's a Pranayama Kriya. So, breath in; ham, breath out. So - 
ham. Once you keep practicing it, after certain level time... See the 
sleeping, sleeping, sleeping girls!  Then without your touching it, one 
angle the breathing going out, one angle breathing coming in. So - 
ham. Then the air will get stuck, then the consciousness need to be, 
has to be, it will be clarity. It's a Pranayama Kriya, but you have to do 
only in the morning time. Only?  
 
Students:  Morning time. 
 
Monika T:  Swami, when doing the pranayama, how much time do 
we do it for?  
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Swami:  As much as you can. It depends on your system. Take fresh 
up use your natural shower, bath, everything and clear out and be 
fresh, empty stomach, sit so-ham. 98% I do the Pranayama Kriya, I do, 
very peacefully I do it. I forget everything, throw out my phones and 
everything just get out. No disturbance and just relax but I have my 
own timing system, my time zone, I do. And I took the treadmill and 
I walk thirty, forty minutes, running, running, running, sweating, 
sweating, sweating - hooh. Then sweating too much, then taking 
water bottle, cold water bottle, just drinking, relax. This machine 
(Swami’s body) need to be active, if this machine got damaged, your 
message, nobody can hear it and your real mission you cannot 
complete it. This engine needs to be alert. Need to be alert.  
Morning, you guys walk, have good, little exercise. I told it Tobias 
today. I showed one song. He asked, "I want that type of something.” 
he asked, something all that machineries to gain weight, muscles 
power and everything. "Okay, you fix one room, we'll order from 
Bangalore, yes. Everybody yes, ten minutes, fifteen minutes yes, 
work, work, work – exercise, exercise in sense doing the physical 
exercise. Next? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, can you please explain to us how to decharge the 
negativity through the so-ham breath automatically? Does it happen 
automatically? 
 
Swami:  Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
 
Monika T:  You also mentioned that so-ham bijas, tessraim and 
hessraim was linked and that was switching in our Brahma 
Consciousness. Can you explain that? 
 
Swami:  It's a lengthy subject. I'll go in the Brahma Consciousness in 
a very depth way. It takes lot of time. Next? You done? Thank you. 
 
Monika T: How to control the breath to come back alive, like in the 
crucifixion or in a samadhi?  
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Swami:  If you win the Mother's womb, you can come out as a simple 
technique. Every person in the planet, before they're dying, nine 
minutes before, they know they're going to die. Period. Point one. 
Point two, after they left their soul from their body, several days the 
soul keeps travelling around the body. Doesn't matter it's a buried it, 
burned it, turned as ash, it keeps rolling there. Doesn't matter 
somebody murdered, got accident and died - still soul is existing. At 
the time, you're personal last word, the rhythm, I given the clue. If 
you chanted that, yes, you can come back. If you're not chanting it, 
you're letting it take off, leave it. Leave it. The rent house it'll go. Rent 
house (body) means it's a garbage tin. Yes Monika T, next? 
 
Monika T:  Swami, can you please talk to us about the different 
anandas: chinmayaananda, satchitaananda, sthita pregnatatha 
aananda, Bramhaananda.  
 
Swami:  What do you mean by aananda?  
 
Monika T:  Bliss. 
 
Swami:  What do you mean by 'bliss'? 
 
Monika T:  A supreme happiness. 
 
Swami:  You're in the bliss, guys, that's enough. All anandas is there. 
It's a garland. It's a? Garland. Bramhananda, Chinmayananda, 
satyananda, viswananda, sthita pregnatha ananda – it's a garland. 
Ananda is one. Happiness is one. We're all one - names is a different, 
flames is a different, but the light is the same. There's no big light, no 
small light - all flame is same. Um. Next? I think you're done. 
 
Monika T:  No Swami, just trying to find the right next question. 
(Monika T's phone rings) 
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Swami:  See, it's done? Finish it. Paul, give harati to the Boss. Come. 
Done. Finish. Stand up. Have a good morning guys. Nice day! Good, 
you did a good job Monika T. Congrats. (Swami hands her a flower) 
The talk ended at 4:40 a.m. with harati to Baba. Just before starting the 
morning abhishek. 
 

End of Talk 
 


